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Archive specialist Donna E. Russo informed us there are no direct photos of 86, just the surrounding homes. The image below is the closest glimpse to the front of 86 Chestnut Street.
1912 - Commissioner Diana Coldren directed us to the knowledge that 86 and 88 Chestnut are identical properties.
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on Beacon Hill via Album Number 174
(photographs date from 1920-1930)
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Info on Design Review

- [https://www.boston.gov/departments/landmarks-commission/individual-landmarks](https://www.boston.gov/departments/landmarks-commission/individual-landmarks) - location to fill out form

- [https://www.boston.gov/departments/landmarks-commission/how-apply-landmarks-design-review](https://www.boston.gov/departments/landmarks-commission/how-apply-landmarks-design-review) - info on what to submit

- Design Review 9/15